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Returning to the conference calendar for a fifth consecutive year; The 
Rise of IoT & Big Data in Rail has not only firmly established itself as 
the Rail industry’s number one event to gain a clear and pragmatic idea 
about the digital challenge, but a recognised meeting place trusted by 
Railway industry leaders. 

Let’s be honest, when it comes to the scale of the digital mobility 
challenge that lies ahead, it’s so vast that it is sometimes difficult to 
know where to start. However, as the organiser of this event, it gives 
me great pleasure that year on year, we are growing a close-knit 
community of likeminded individuals who are at the forefront of the 
digital mobility challenge who are striving to take the next steps. 
Not only are these individuals responsible for creating the digital 
innovations to resolve the industry’s challenge, but they are also those 
who are utilising them and are willing to share their examples of best 
practice for others to learn from to accelerate Rail’s digital evolution.

This niche and exclusive event will explore the huge breadth of 
predictive maintenance as well as asset optimisation applications of 
big data. It will allow Infrastructure Managers and Train Operating 
Companies to understand how they can benefit from setting in place 
the tools to harvest smart data utilised by the Internet of Things to 
achieve their objectives of increasing capacity, improving reliability, 
minimising downtime and reducing maintenance costs. 

I am delighted to invite you to join us in Cologne at this first-class event 
to match buyer’s requirements with expert solutions during the rail 
sector’s digital evolution.

Ben Holliday | Managing Director
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The IoT is redefining the railway industry with significant benefits. 
As Railways begin to recognise that the rail sector is no exception 
when it comes to the potential value-enhancing opportunities made 
possible through the use of IoT technologies, industry stakeholders 
are exploring digitalisation as a mechanism to create entirely 
new and optimised railway maintenance systems with predictive 
qualities. The global predictive maintenance market, including IoT-
based remote monitoring of trains and track is still developing, and 
shows an expected annual growth rate of 21% over the next three 
years.

As the IoT and digital technologies become more pervasive, rail 
infrastructure managers and operators are able to harness smart 
data to improve network availability, prolong asset lifetime, increase 
capacity and reduce maintenance downtime and costs. Although 
Railways are optimising data gleaned from the IoT, one of their 

biggest challenges is staying up to date with the latest innovative 
technologies that are available in order to continue to benefit from 
these continuing advances. 

Perhaps some of the greatest opportunities for the rail sector exist in 
the logistics space. The impact of IoT on the logistics sector already 
indicates the opportunities for huge improvements to end to end 
visibility, benefitting the end user. The way in which we transport 
passengers and goods by rail is becoming unrecognisable. With the 
industry taking advantage of the very best Industrial IoT, and the 
most progressive Big Data analytics solutions, the worlds of physical 
and digital can finally come together, making the industry’s common 
objective of modal shift from road to rail become an achievable 
reality. Now is the time for the whole of the rail sector not just to 
keep up with, but to overtake other transport providers by fully 
signing up to the digital world.

WELCOME
The global predictive maintenance market, including IoT-based remote monitoring 
of trains and track is still developing, and shows an expected annual growth rate of 
21% over the next three years.

Effectively deploying IoT data for predictive maintenance

Maximising the benefits of Big data for Asset Management

Using digital twins concepts to drive digital transformation

Modernising maintenance through data analytics and insight

How IoT tech will bring advancements in data collection and 
analysis to leverage digital trends

Optimising maintenance and operation planning through 
enhanced asset management

Ensuring the interconnectivity of IoT and Blockchain to ensure 
data security and an accurate ledger

Harvesting Big Data to reduce operational costs

Methods to improve reliability and availability of assets

Deploying Big Data to increase profitability

Strategies to increase performance and service life

Managing your assets smarter through preventive failure 
prediction

Tapping into all the opportunities that the Internet of Things 
makes possible

How to mitigate the big data Cyber Security risk

Key Indicators to measure the ROI on Railway Digitalisation

Key topics include:

Video Highlights from 2022:

https://youtu.be/3RFGggzyrrg

https://youtu.be/3RFGggzyrrg
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It’s the one event I have to go to every year, it is a 
must attend. I highly recommend it!

| Head of Asset Management | Irish Rail
“
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Even when you have already embarked on the process of 
digitalising your operations, it is not always possible to 
know everything about the depth of applications that can 
be implemented which can deliver positive changes for you 
organisation such as cost reductions and increase in revenues.

For those Infrastructure Managers and Train Operating 
Companies which have already implemented data capture 
systems, there will be the opportunity to consider how their 
current applications can be taken to the next level, and of course 
the opportunity to share both best practice and challenges with 
an audience of their peers.

Speed of innovation, new intelligent technologies and 
systems based on AI are now key requirements in order to 

solve maintenance problems which are responsible for a 
large percentage of Railways issues with quality. New digital 
technologies are now required to help overcome the problem of 
capacity without expensive and time-consuming investments in 
new infrastructure.

This unique conference represents an invaluable and timely 
opportunity for companies with the digital expertise to help 
the operations and maintenance heads of global Railways 
understand how to collect and properly exploit massive sets of 
data from every aspect of their operations. 

The 2023 conference is the perfect platform to bring together 
those with the questions, and those with the answers. It’s an 
opportunity to share experiences – and for vital collaboration.

WHY ATTEND?
As an Infrastructure Manager or Train Operating Company, you are currently 
facing the challenge of knowing that the digital revolution is underway which 
is evolving month by month and year by year. 

Supported by:

100%
of previous attendees would return

97%
of previous sponsors already rebooked

33%
increase in attendees year on year
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One of the most exciting and valuable events in the past 
years. Not only perfectly organised but also extremely 
interesting attendees. We’ll be back! Thanks to Ben 
Holliday and Rotaia Media and the whole team who 
made this event a success!!

| Vice President for Business Development | Hexagon

“

Directors of Maintenance

Heads of IoT & Big Data

Directors of Asset Management

Heads of Technology

Directors of Operations

Directors of Innovation

Heads of Remote Diagnostics

Directors of IT & Strategy

Chief Information Officers

Heads of Data and Analytics

Directors of Procurement

Heads of Rolling Stock

Infrastructure Asset Managers

Chief Technology Officers

Directors of Infrastructure

Data Management Consultants

Data Scientists

Heads of Asset Intelligence

WHO WILL YOU MEET?
Infrastructure Managers, Train Operating Companies, 
Hardware and Software Solution Providers, Maintenance 
& Engineering Companies, System Integrators, Rolling 
Stock Manufacturers, Signalling Manufacturers and 
Consultants who are:
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Chief Technology Innovation 
Officer

Rolf Härdi
Chief Technology, Innovation & 
Digital Officer

Roberto Tundo

Principle Intelligent Infrastructure 
Engineer

Christopher Rowley
Chief Digital Officer & Head of 
Innovation

Niko Davids

Assistant Vice President of Fleet 
Systems Research & Integration

Lawrence Biess 
Digital Lead Data for Operations 
& Lead in Advanced Analytics 

Steven Woudenberg 

Divisional Head of Asset 
Management 

Mads Thostrup
Technical Manager of Railway 
Cybersecurity 

Gonzalo Delgado Fernández

Telediagnostic & Predictive 
Maintenance Key Component 
Engineer

Guillaume Branger
Vice President and Global Head, 
Digital Products & Services

Maximilian Eichhorn

Advanced Maintenance 
Engineering Manager

Danilo Vieira
Vice President for Business 
Development

Dr. Uwe Jasnoch



CEO

Stefan Kalmund

Managing Director 

Paul Fleming
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Project Manager of Artificial 
Intelligence for Predictive 
Maintenance

Guillaume Gach

Head of Quality and Safety

Remigijus Skirkus
Head of Data Management & 
Analytics 

Nina Stumme

Product Manager Wayside Train 
Monitoring Systems & Real-Time 
Asset Monitoring

Juliette van Driel 
Senior Consultant Presales EAM 
EMIA

Hajar Monnet

Head of Digital Transformation & 
Innovation Department

Aleksandr Zaitsev

Senior Data Manager

Karim Ait Hamou

Head of Sales for Digital Services

Gerhard Paal

CEO of infraView GmbH

Simon Giovanazzi
Account Manager

Youssef Kirtas



Infrastructure Monitoring, 
Business Development Manager

Loïc Michel
Head of Technology 
Centre Purkersdorf

Bernhard Antony

Program Manager

Ivan Vidovic

CBM Technical Sales Consultant

Pedro Conceição
Head of IoT Practice for Austria & 
Central Europe

Rainer Masopust 

Digital Train Manager

Ivan Rochford

Co-Founder and President

Eric Garzon 

| MEET THE SPEAKERS
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Asset Information Manager 

Joao Morgado

Technology Director 

James Simester
Innovation Manager 

Pedro Henrique

Team Leader Data Science 

Dr. Madalina Thiele
Head Area Manager of Smart 
Maintenance Engineering

José Antonio Marcos
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General Manager

Grant Harley

Head of Digital Services

Martin Runge

Sustainability Software Thought 
Leader & Principal Solution Architect

Sven Strassburg

CEO

Jarek Rosinski

Co-Founder

Daniel MacGregor

If you told me ten years ago, I would be chairing a Rail Digitalisation 
conference, I wouldn’t have believed you. But 2023 will be my fourth 
time as Chairman and conference moderator. When I co-founded 
Nexxiot in 2015, I was motivated to make an impact with my life. 
It didn’t make sense that you could monitor and track every object 
that’s important to us as individuals, but critical supply chain assets 
like railcars and shipping containers were invisible and elusive as 
they made their way across the planet.

What attracted me to The Rise of IoT & Big Data in Rail and its 
sister events from Rotaia Media - Alpine and Scandinavian Rail 
Optimisation?

Firstly, it’s the incredible quality of the speakers who attend year 
after year. Secondly, it is the great vision for hospitality and the 
attention to detail of the organiser. Thirdly and most importantly, 
here I found a true community of like-minded change-makers. 

Passionate people who can visualise a better way to deploy data 
to create and preserve value in the transport chain. Not only 
that, but this community has the conviction to act on that vision.

It’s a stunningly exciting moment in the history of the rail industry. 
Essential for a sustainable future, assets and infrastructure are 
being transformed by sensing, IoT, data analytics and process 
automation.

If you are serious about creating future value for your 
shareholders and for the wider world - this is the most relevant 
stage to be on. It’s here where the very best rail leaders, 
strategists, technologists, engineers and visionaries meet to 
transform the industry. Through innovation and partnership, 
the world of rail is changing. It’s here we embrace the rise of IoT 
and Big Data in rail.
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DAY 1

Registration and Welcome Refreshments in the Exhibition Area 08:15

Ben Holliday | Managing Director | Rotaia Media (Organiser)  &  Daniel MacGregor | Co-
Founder | Nexxiot (Chairman)

Welcome Address

08:55

AGENDA

Sven Strassburg | Sustainability Software Thought Leader & Principal Solution Architect | IBM Technology10:00

Digital transformation driving disruptive and evolutionary change in the 
industry

Condition monitoring and predictive maintenance support sustainability 
initiatives

Situational context and augmented intelligence to drive operational 
excellence and to meet sustainability objectives

Instrumented, Interconnected, and Intelligent - Digital transformation in an evolving industry

The complete chain for optimized maintenance

Use cases developed at SNCF since 2014

The savings measured

Guillaume Branger | Telediagnostic & Predictive Maintenance Key Component Engineer | SNCF

Predictive Maintenance SNCF: the future is now

09:45

Dig into your data: Leverage IoT and make better decisions 

Make your railway operations safer and more comfortable 

Assess the performance of your rail network

Hajar Monnet | Senior Consultant Presales EAM EMIA | Hexagon

Asset Performance Management: Driving regulatory compliance and operational 
efficiency in the Rail Industry

09:30

09:00

Successfully implemented examples in practice

Criteria for a successful implementation

Rolf Härdi | Chief Technology Innovation Officer | Deutsche Bahn

IoT – expectations vs reality

Reengineering your ERP system does not do the job alone, you need to 
standardize and address processes and culture within your (eco)system/
organisation

You need to define your output needs before defining deliverables

Data need to be more than documentation

Mads Thostrup | Divisional Head of Asset Management | Banedanmark

How to ensure that usage of data makes you more efficient

09:15



How are data-driven technologies enabling you to understand the condition of your infrastructure?

There are many digital devices such as sensors which collect data that are able provide Infrastructure 
Manager’s will real-time information. How difficult is it to separate meaningful data from the mass 
which is collected?

Historically, the rail sector tends to be rather slow in changing to newer technologies and it takes 
an extensive time to bring them into operation due to regulations and authorisation requirements. 
How can we break this cycle to achieve a more holistic Asset Performance Management approach 
to reduce maintenance costs and achieve greater efficiency?

Joao Morgado | Asset Information Manager | Infraestruturas de Portugal (I.P)

Mads Thostrup | Divisional Head of Asset Management | Banedanmark

Christopher Rowley | Principle Intelligent Infrastructure Engineer | Network Rail

Dr. Uwe Jasnoch | Vice President for Business Development | Hexagon’s Geospatial Division

Eric Garzon | Co-Founder and President | In A Blink

Bernhard Antony | Head of Technology Centre Purkersdorf | Plasser & Theurer

INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGER PANEL DISCUSSION

Intelligent Infrastructure Programmes are now key to future performance improvements 
achieved through new digital and innovative technologies.

Panellists:

10:15
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Morning Refreshments in the Networking & Exhibition Area10:45

What data do we have and what we are doing with it in rail asset management?

What data and information is missing?

What are we doing to get there?

Joao Morgado | Asset Information Manager | Infraestruturas de Portugal (I.P)

The role of data and information in better rail asset management in Infraestruturas de Portugal

11:15

Digital Fleet Management

Predictive Maintenance

Digital Products

Niko Davids | Chief Digital Officer & Head of Innovation | VTG Aktiengesellschaft

From IoT data to value for the customer

11:45

With more and more electronics and sensor technologies included Trains are 
becoming more and more complex

Based on data sharing as well as digitalization of the various systems an 
Internet of Trains (IoT) will generate totally new values

The highest benefits will be achieved when Operators, Vehicle Builders and 
Sub-System Builders are working cooperatively and fair together

Maximilian Eichhorn | Vice President and Global Head, Digital Products & Services | Knorr-Bremse

IoT – Internet of Trains

11:30
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Lunch in the Networking & Exhibition Area12:45

12:30

Becoming agile in a non-agile environment

Driving action from data

Identify – Quantify – Rectify – Verify

Grant Harley | General Manager | Petards

The Petards Flow – Real world integration of CCTV Systems with network infrastructure management

Deriving diverse insights from connected railcar parts and subsystems

Strengthening resiliency through real-time multi-level visibility

Stefan Kalmund | CEO | Nexxiot

Driving Organizational Resiliency through Asset Intelligence

12:00

Standards, usages, and access

Infrastructure for sharing and exchange

CFL use cases

Karim Ait Hamou | Senior Data Manager | CFL

Data Interoperability: Key for removing barriers?

12:15

13:45

Progress within Network Rail’s programme to date

Our plans for the next five years

Demonstration of the technology deployed

Christopher Rowley | Principle Intelligent Infrastructure Engineer | Network Rail

Continuing the journey to Intelligent Infrastructure

Rolling Stock Maintenance: Automation of inspections of high speed trains 

DIANA Inspector – approaches for automation of rail infrastructure maintenance

Current status and challenges in enhancing automation

Simon Giovanazzi | CEO | infraView GmbH, Part of DB E.C.O. Group

Automation of railway maintenance is progressing - latest insights

14:00

Technology demands for future fleet management

Business models to drive innovation in products and services

Partnering to support a predictive maintenance approach

Ivan Rochford | Digital Train Manager | SKF

Technical and business advancements for condition based asset management

14:30

Hardware modernization

Software implementation

Connecting all together

Remigijus Skirkus | Head of Quality and Safety | JSC LTG Infra (Lithuanian Railways)

Railway infrastructure quality control modernization in Lithuania

14:15
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Afternoon Refreshments in the Networking & Exhibition Area15:00

Risks on the train

Cybersecurity plan

Cybersecurity requirements

Gonzalo Delgado Fernández | Technical Manager of Railway Cybersecurity | Renfe

How to mitigate cybersecurity risk on the railway

14:45

Innovation driving change

A customer success story

What next?

Ivan Vidovic | Program Manager | voestalpine Signaling Austria GmbH

Digital Innovation – latest monitoring technology to hit the railway

15:30

A 3 years project

AIPM initiatives

Opportunities and challenges

Guillaume Gach | Project Manager of Artificial Intelligence for Predictive Maintenance | UIC

Key insights from Artificial Intelligence for Predictive Maintenance (AIPM) project

15:45

Why are customers requesting more from wayside inspection systems?

How is Camlin realising customer value?

Partnership first – a collaborative approach to deliver long term value

Paul Fleming | Managing Director | Camlin Rail

Wayside inspection - a modular approach to realising customer value

16:00

How is NS organized to empower the employees to help the organization 
become more data driven?

What are the main pitfalls NS has encountered in their journey to become more 
data driven, up until now?

What are the success stories of the approach NS has implemented?

Steven Woudenberg | Digital Lead Data for Operations & Lead in Advanced Analytics | NS

A data driven organization and how to get there. An NS story

16:15

Real time monitoring and smart data management.

Application of artificial intelligent using digital twins to enhance prognosis 
of the trains main systems.

Dynamic Maintenance Management as a smart combination between 
predictive and preventive maintenance

José Antonio Marcos | Head Area Manager of Smart Maintenance Engineering | Talgo

Dynamic maintenance management approach based on Real time monitoring and 
artificial intelligence using digital twins technology

16:30
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How do Railways solve this challenge and avoid additional costs and delays in the process?

It is well known that there are many sensors and data analytics technologies widely available, yet 
what Railway operators are struggling with is the understanding of the IoT and its worth. How can 
the IoT create value for Railway operators and maximise its potential?

There have been significant advancements in digitalisation with regards to passengers, however 
operations and maintenance processes are still slow to adapt. What needs to change so that going 
forward, all core processes such as maintenance are digitalised making asset availability standard?

Rolf Härdi | Chief Technology Innovation Officer | Deutsche Bahn

Steven Woudenberg | Digital Lead Data for Operations & Lead in Advanced Analytics | NS

Sven Strassburg | Sustainability Software Thought Leader & Principal Solution Architect | IBM Technology 

Niko Davids | Chief Digital Officer & Head of Innovation | VTG Aktiengesellschaft

Pedro Conceição | CBM Technical Sales Consultant | Nomad Digital

Martin Runge | Head of Digital Services | Siemens Mobility

RAILWAY OPERATORS PANEL DISCUSSION

Railway operators are planning significant investments in new digital technologies to 
improve maintenance and tracking of assets. However, they face the challenge that existing 
digital technologies are already embedded in current operations or maintenance processes.

Panellists:

17:00

Drinks Reception in the Networking & Exhibition Area17:45

END OF DAY 120:45

Networking Gala Dinner in the Conference Hall18:45

Chairman’s Closing Comments
17:40 Daniel MacGregor | Founder | Nexxiot

Estonian Railways Digital Transformation Strategy. How it started

Asset Management and Field Service Management. Current position and challenges 

Our goals and what we are striving for in the near future

Aleksandr Zaitsev | Head of Digital Transformation & Innovation Department | Estonian Railways

The Digital Transformation journey of Estonian Railways

16:45

Critical design features

Advanced machine learning 

Power of combining solutions

Jarek Rosinski | Chief Executive Officer | Transmission Dynamics

Trains with Brains® - The future of live rail asset and infrastructure monitoring

Drinks Reception Sponsor Invitation17:30
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DAY 2

How DB Netz wants to improve construction, maintenance and operations 
of rail infrastructure by Data, Analytics and AI

Presenting some recent examples of Data & AI products that contribute to 
digitalisation of rail infrastructure and environmental protection at DB

Nina Stumme | Head of Data Management & Analytics | DB Netz

How to connect Data & AI with dog intelligence at DB Netz DataNet

09:00

09:15

Railigent X for rail vehicle maintenance and operation

Fully digitized workflow for rolling stock maintenance

Network and interface between fleet manager and workshops for efficient 
service demand processing

Gerhard Paal | Head of Sales for Digital Services | Siemens Mobility

Rail Service Hub - A fully digitalized workflow for maintenance and operations of railway assets on Railigent X

09:30

Gruppo FS as a “Data factory” that collect internal data about the status of 
infrastructure and the rolling stocks, and external data about the outside 
context and customers behaviour

How to create value from data: organisation model and internal digital 
factory

Highlights on main projects: integrated services and asset management

Roberto Tundo | Chief Technology, Innovation & Digital Officer | FS Group

The FS Group data factory: shared value for customers and internal processes

09:45

Always doing what we’ve always done but expecting a different 
outcome – time for change

Leveraging industry know how to our advantage

Real world examples of implementing data science techniques to 
expose failure data

James Simester | Technology Director | Unipart Technologies

How do I save time, money and carbon implementing RCM?

10:00

Lean (and the Lewin Change Model) as a compass and process for change 
and innovation.

People, Processes, Technology: Familiar triad, ever-changing landscape.

Outcomes: What does sustainable & successful change look like, sound like, 
feel like?

Lawrence Biess | Assistant Vice President of Fleet Systems Research & Integration | Amtrak

Big Data, (I)IOT, AI, and Innovation in Rail: To What End?

10:15

Reaching operational excellence by improved workforce digital enablement

Unlocking growth in rail with digital maintenance

Leveraging existing and future investments by maximizing/optimizing the 
use of infrastructure

Youssef Kirtas | Account Manager | AVEVA

How digitalization is transforming the operations of leading railways



Morning Refreshments in the Networking & Exhibition Area10:30
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Lunch in the Networking & Exhibition Area 12:30

11:30

Using UAVs flying BVLOS (beyond visual line of sight) to generate a 
broader view of the railway track

Automating the asset management and condition monitoring

Integration of other data sources moving to the digital twin

Rainer Masopust | Head of IoT Practice for Austria & Central Europe | Eviden

Extending the railway track view using UAVs and other data sources

11:15

Overview Data Stream Locomotive to SAP

Monitoring of Data Quality and Feedback loop

Use Case Example

Dr. Madalina Thiele | Team Leader Data Science | DB Cargo

Condition based Maintenance at Deutsche Bahn Cargo as an end-to-end product

11:45

Development of PMP

Making more information by combining data

How me make big data work for us

Juliette van Driel | Product Manager Wayside Train Monitoring Systems 
& Real-Time Asset Monitoring | ProRail

ProRail’s Monitoring Platform

12:00

Digitalisation

Automation

Track Maintenance

Bernhard Antony | Head of Technology Centre Purkersdorf | Plasser & Theurer

Reinventing track maintenance through digitisation and big data

12:15

Innovation and how MRS’s data lab works

A case study applied to cargo rolling stock

Availability and operational interference gains achieved

Danilo Vieira | Advanced Maintenance Engineering Manager | MRS Logistica & Pedro 
Henrique | Innovation Manager | MRS Logistica

Innovation and Big Data applied in a heavy haul fleet

11:00

Rapid development and adoption of new technologies to monitor railroad 
conditions

Real time monitoring of rail road surrounding and subsurface conditions are 
developing quickly 

Predicting degradation of subsurface is critical to maintain operational use 
of railroads

Loïc Michel | Infrastructure Monitoring, Business Development Manager | Sercel

Distributed sensing applied to railroad monitoring
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Chairman’s Closing Comments & End of Conference15:00

1. What does the railway need from IoT in the next 5 years?

2. How can we increase cooperation on data and digitalization between Operators, Vehicle Builders 
and Sub-System Builders?

3. How to break up out-of-time rules and regulations to speed up automation in railway maintenance

4. The potential of partnership and technology to unlock best maintenance practices

5. How to capitalize on new business opportunities powered by IoT and data?

6. Common challenges in digital transformation – what are barriers railways face and how to 
address them.

7. Is it needed to own the data?

8. Applications of digital twins for predictive maintenance

9. How do maintenance models adapt to benefit from condition-based maintenance?

10. Improving digital asset management

11. How do we create agility in Rail when stability is favoured over agility, compliance over technology?

12. How to manage IoT data migration to any cloud with scale to take advantage of AI and ML

13. Railroad maintenance: Next steps for predictive maintenance

14. Instrumented, Interconnected, and Intelligent – Digital Transformation of Rail

15. Is it only about data?

ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION GROUPS13:30

END OF DAY 2

Thanks to Ben and his entire team. An excellent event that is for me a 
‘must attend’ each year. Excellent meetings with other delegates and 
already two new projects for Televic being discussed
| Global Business Development | Televic

“
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Conference delegate fee includes:

DELEGATE RATES

If you have a question about the event or how you can be involved, please contact Ben Holliday at:

ben.holliday@rotaiamedia.com or 0044 (0)7904 374271

Two-day conference and exhibition pass

Complimentary drinks reception at the end of day 1

A reserved seat at the gala networking dinner on the evening of day 1

Participation to the roundtable discussion groups

Full delegate conference pack

Lunch and refreshments on both days

Presentation materials post event

Infrastructure Managers, Train Operators, Transport Authorities & Academics:

Suppliers, Manufacturers, Consultants, Engineering & Leasing Companies:

£700 + VAT

£1,450 + VAT

THE VENUE
Maritim Hotel Köln
The Maritim Hotel Köln is situated right on the banks of the Rhine, in the heart of the city, very close to 
the world famous Cathedral and the main railway station. The trade fair centre, too, is easily accessible. 
Many leisure activities can start off on foot, from the hotel, such as exploring the historic old city, a visit 
to the numerous museums or an event in the Musical Dome as well as the Philharmonic and of course a 
stroll along the beautiful Rhine promenade.

Heumarkt 20, 50667 Cologne, Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 221 2027-0
Reservation phone: +49 (0) 221 2027-849
www.maritim.com

mailto:ben.holliday@rotaiamedia.com
https://www.maritim.com/en/hotels/germany/hotel-cologne/hotel-overview


Ben, I’m pleased with Atos’ continued engagement with your 
events. You are able to bring together great speakers, content 
and participants where the conversations continue to flow 
from the stage to the coffee areas and beyond. Well done

| Global Deputy Head of Transport & Logistics | Atos

“

Make a presentation to an audience 
of existing and prospective clients and 
highlight how your solutions can help them 
achieve their goals and objectives

Host a roundtable discussion group to 
attract prospective clients to meet with 
you and discuss how your solutions 
and expertise can help overcome their 
challenges

Sit on a panel discussion debate with your 
existing and prospective clients to discuss 
the industry’s most pressing topics which 
will raise your company’s profile as a 
thought leader in your field

Have an exhibition stand which acts as 
a focal point to meet face-to-face with 
your existing and prospective clients and 
showcase your solutions

Benefit from a targeted marketing 
campaign in advance of the event and align 
your brand with existing and prospective 
clients who are also supporting the event

Reduce your overheads and meet with your 
existing and potential clients in one place

Differentiate your expertise from that of 
your competition when they are targeting 
the same prospective clients

MARKETING OPPORTUNITIES
Does your company have the solutions to help global 
Infrastructure Managers and Train Operating Companies fulfil 
their increasingly critical digitalisation and maintenance goals 
during a period when they are seeking help and expertise?

If the answer is YES, there are numerous opportunities at the conference to promote your expertise:

Unlike most conference organisers who offer standard sponsorship packages, at Rotaia Media we 
create and design bespoke sponsorship packages for each individual client. In doing this, you can be 
assured that you are investing in a tailored solution to help you meet and exceed your objectives.
If you are interested in discovering how you can raise your profile at the event, influence your 
prospective clients and build future business relationships, please contact Ben Holliday at:
ben.holliday@rotaiamedia.com or 0044 (0)7904 374271.
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Ben Holliday | Managing Director

With a wealth of knowledge of the international 
rail industry and a successful delivery record in 
delivering business opportunities for his clients, 
Ben has established close relationships with the 
owners and board level management of Railway 
Infrastructure Managers, Train Operators, national 
and local Transport Authorities and leading rail 
industry suppliers from around the globe.

Ben has a formidable reputation for delivering 
outstanding value to his rail sector clients. 

By choosing to work with ROTAIA MEDIA, you 
are being given the ideal platform to engage face 
to face with your target audience – key buyers of 
infrastructure and rolling stock solutions. ROTAIA 
MEDIA’s goal is simply: to match buyer requirements 
with expert solutions. We exist to help you to help 
them.

ABOUT THE ORGANISER

MEDIA PARTNERS

ROTAIA MEDIA was founded by Ben Holliday, a publishing 
and events specialist with more than 18 years of experience of 
specifically working in the rail sector.
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Thank you Ben for a great event and for it being perfectly organised. 
The visitor’s profile was perfect; you certainly know the right 
people to attract to your events. Well done!
| Head of Sales | Siemens

“



| www.alpinerailoptimisation.com

Bringing together the leading rail experts from the Austrian, Swiss, German, Italian and French 
infrastructure managers and rail operators, Alpine Rail Optimisation will highlight how the Region’s 
Railways are optimising the latest digital trends to increase capacity, improve reliability, enhance 
availability, and drive down maintenance costs.

The conference will not only address the concepts and lessons learned for digital success, but the 
importance of how data is harnessed through the IoT to develop a smart and intelligent infrastructure, 
as well as using it to enhance fleet management efficiency and the availability of rolling stock assets in 
the region.

For speaking, exhibiting and sponsoring opportunities, please contact 
Ben Holliday at  ben.holliday@rotaiamedia.com

| VIENNA, 19 OCTOBER 2023

ALPINE RAIL’S DIGITAL EVOLUTION
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